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BOTTLE SPELL
Conjure
by Denise Alvarado

BOTTLE SPELL TO
WARD OFF EVIL

for nine days—and say
Psalms 1 and 18 each day.
Plant the bottle with neck
down close to the front door.
This will ensure you stay in
your home.

Combine a teaspoon of guinea peppers, three garlic
cloves, a teaspoon of asafoetida, and one-half pint of
Jamaica rum in a bottle.
Place it behind the front
door and shake it every
morning when you awaken
to keep all evil away.

TO MAKE SOMEONE
MOVE
Write the name of the person you want to move thirteen times on paper. Put it in
a dark bottle and add four
tablespoons of vinegar, one
tablespoon of whole black
pepper, one guinea pepper,
one cayenne pepper and
hang the bottle where the
sun can rise and set on it.
They will move quickly.

TO FIX A LANDLORD
Write the landlord's name
nine times on a piece of paper and place in a bottle.
Add some gin, whiskey, and
rum. Take two teaspoons of
sugar (white sugar if the
landlord is white, brown
sugar if the landlord is not
white) and put in the bottle
some river water, water
from the faucet and well water. Shake well every day at
twelve o'clock. Burn nine
green candles—one a day
6 Gumbo Ya Ya

TO MAKE HUSBANDS
STAY HOME
Take sugar, cinnamon and
mix together. Write name of
husband and wife nine
times. Roll paper with
6

names and put in a bottle of
holy water with sugar and
honey. Lay it under the back
step.

tacks, thumb tacks and nails
and keep them in a box in
the kitchen for cleaning bottles. Just put a few inside the
bottle and add warm soapy
water and gently shake the
bottle with the tacks and
such inside. The sharp edges
will scrape off all the stains
and get in the hard to reach
areas in need of cleaning.

TO BREAK UP WITH
SOMEONE
Combine one-half bottle vinegar, one-half can red
(cayenne) pepper, half of a
dirt dauber nest, and one
tablespoon Epsom salts in a
bottle. Write on a piece of
brown paper the name of
the one you want to separate from ive times straight
and four times cross. Put in a
bottle and close. Make nine
long steps, shake the bottle
up and down with each step
and put it in the corner of
the house and go to it once
every day and shake it once.

TO CLEAN OLD
BOTTLES
Old, vintage bottles are wonderful when repurposed as
containers for conjure ingredients and bottle spells. The
only thing is that a lot of
times, these old bottles are
hard to get clean on the inside. If this is the case, try
this household hint found in
an 1892 edition of the New
York Watertown Herald
newspaper. Save all your
broken and crooked carpet
7
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To Make a Mirror in
which everything is
discerned
Within the Pennsylvania Dutch tradition comes a couple of versions of magic mirrors. From Albertus Magnus’
Egyptian Secrets, instructions for making a magic mirror or
erdspiegl are given. Erdspiegl means Earth Mirror and it is
used as a divination device.
Some folks suggest that the magic is mirror is for discovering the identity of an individual; speci ically, the person or
witch who has hexed you. I did not see this limitation given
in the instructions and so I would think it could be used as
described - to discern everything. The original instructions
for making a magic mirror are as follows:
Procure a looking glass, such as are commonly sold. Inscribe
the characters noted below upon it. Inter it on the crossing of
two pathways, during an uneven hours. On the third day
thereafter, hike to the place at the same hour, and take it out:
but, you must not be the irst person to look into the glass. It
is best to let a dog or cat take the irst look into the mirror.

S. Solam S. Tattler S. Echogartner
Gematar
I have written a slightly different version that is based on
the original, with the addition of a few speci ics:
Procure an ordinary handheld mirror and using a brand new
nail, inscribe the words below along the outer edges. Go to a
crossroads and bury the mirror there at 3:00 in the morning
or 3:00 in the afternoon on a Monday. Leave the mirror there
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for three days, and on the third day, retrieve the mirror at the
same time in which you buried it, but do not look into it. First
allow a dog or a cat to look into the mirror.

S. Solam S. Tattler S. Echogartner Gematar
I’ve seen some folks write the words across the mirror itself
but that would annoy me personally. So I suggest writing the
words around the edge of the mirror. Some folks elect to inscribe the words on the back of the mirror.
In the middle of the mirror can be drawn a ive pointed
star with the words heilig, heilig, heilig (holy, holy, holy) at
the bottom and under the left and right points. Some will
write Elohim in the center of the star (meaning Lord).
The magic mirror should be wrapped in a black cloth
when not in use.

9
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Random Formulas,
Just Because…
African Ju Ju Oil
Draw from the ancestral magic and strength of African sorcerers
whose beliefs and practices form the core of African American
hoodoo, rootwork, and conjure. Exceptionally potent, this oil has
a dual nature of crossing and uncrossing. It can also be used for
protection and defense.
Ingredients
• Myrrh
• Mimosa
• Jasmine
• Patchouli
• Galangal
Suggested use: Use as a dressing oil for ixing candles, add to
the bath, or wear as a magical perfume. When using African Ju Ju
oil, recite the 23rd Psalm, and pray intently on your need. For
best results, use during a waxing moon phase.

Blockbuster Oil
If you are feeling blocked on every level and nothing’s going your
way, this oil will help bust down those barriers that keep you
stuck. It can be used to open up options in your life, overcome obstacles, and create opportunities, and helps you to be more lexible, adaptable and open to change. Also has strong uncrossing
properties.
Ingredients
• Camphor
• Bluestone
• Eucalyptus’
• Lemon
Suggested use: Use as a dressing oil for ixing candles, add to the
bath, or wear as a magical perfume. Use with white, yellow, or
purple candles. For best results, use during a waning moon phase.
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Are you In over
Your Head?
Desperately in
Love? The Six
Dumbest Things You
Can do to Make a
Love Spell Fail
By Denise Alvarado

S

o, you lost that ex and you want him back. Personally, I say kick him to the curb…if he left there’s a
reason and you need to re lect on your situation
and see if groveling or manipulating for love is the
best way to go. The fact is, if you get someone to “love” you
through magic, you will have to continue to work at keeping them in that state of mind for…who knows how long.
This isn’t Harry Potter or I Dream of Jeannie (I’m dating
myself here). But, so many folks are simply in denial and
are desperate (Ahhh! Worst state of mind to be in) and
don’t want to hear practical and logical advice. So, for
those of you who either hire someone to perform a love
spell for you or if you do your own and are not getting the
results you want, there are a few things you may want to
11
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avoid doing that can completely sabotage any spellwork that
is done. Here is a list of some of those things:
1. Impatience. Quit it! Really…. Magic is not a serve your
ex on silver platter thing as soon as the candle burns
down. Quit asking your worker every day, for some folks
(and you know who you are) several times a day if the
spell has been done, why isn’t it working, can you burn
another candle or do another work for free (no, really,
don’t ask your worker to work for free. We are in a recession if you haven’t noticed and a good conjurer has a set
of skills you don’t have and that is what you are paying
for. In addition to skill, spells take time and cost money…
that’s right, every time you ask someone to perform a
spell for free they are reaching into their own pockets to
pull out their own money to buy the items they need to
make YOUR spell work). Furthermore, impatience will
not speed up the process and in fact, your impatience can
create a funky energy between you and your worker,
sometimes resulting in regret for ever having agreed to
perform the spell in the irst place and dreading even
looking in their emails or answering their phone for fear
of seeing or hearing you ask the same questions again
and again. So do yourself a favor, and give your worker
some space, and give the spell the time it needs to manifest your desire.
2. Laziness. Relying on magic to do the work you should
be doing. I’m not necessarily talking about you doing
your own spell…leave that to the experts if you don’t
know what you are doing. I’m talking about you taking
responsibility for your life and cocreating your own reality. If you are stubborn and argumentative, stop it. Maybe
your way isn’t the best way and that’s one of the reasons
he or she left. No one likes to be told they are wrong all
the time or made to feel that way through subtle and not
so subtle manipulations (like making snide remarks, giving the silent treatment, withholding sex, cheating on him
to get back at him for cheating on you, etc.). Look at your-
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self and own your part in the break up. What is it about
you that you need to change in order to make the relationship work? Only you can answer that question. If you
are one of these people who sits there and says, “I just
don’t understand it. I love him and want him to be with
me and only me. I treat him really well, I do everything
for him…” and “I need a spell that will make him love me”
and you can’t see the other side of the coin, well, there is
an issue right there you should take a look at. Do your
part in creating the life you want; don’t rely on someone
else to do it for you.
3. Quit being annoying. Quit texting your spiritual
worker just because it’s fun as if they have nothing else
to do but cater to you. There really is nothing more annoying than someone who has hired me for a spell to
contact me ALL THE TIME. Through email, phone, text
messaging, Facebook, through someone else….really, it’s
annoying and it’s childish. It’s like going on vacation and
the kid in the backseat of the car can’t stop asking “Are
we there yet?” every couple of minutes. When you are
told it takes time, give it time. Calling, texting and emailing won’t speed up the process one bit.
4. Denial. No Cleopatra, it really isn’t a river in Egypt.
Note that if you are pining away after someone who has
been treating you like dirt or is emotionally, physically
or sexually abusive, then quit reading this article right
now and get a therapist. You need to explore why you
are compelled to be in a relationship like that. And take
my initial advice: kick him to the curb. I don’t care if he is
your baby daddy…anyone can be a sperm donor. It takes
a man to be a father and a partner.
5. Noncompliance. This one is simple and builds on a
couple of the previous points - do what your worker asks
you to do. If you are told to not contact the person for a
certain number of days, or if you are asked to take a
eries of attraction baths or cleansings baths and you
don’t do it, then you are sabotaging the work. Don’t go
blaming your worker for something they have no control
over – you.
13
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6. Dishonesty. Don’t lie to your worker. Don’t omit important details about your situation. If you lie or fail to
divulge important information, not only are you asking
someone to do spiritual work based on deception, you
are also not giving your worker the information they
need to design the best spell for your situation. Let me
give you an example of a personal experience I had with
someone. This person wanted the sun, the moon and the
stars. But he especially wanted his wife and kids back. He
also had a couple of court cases coming up. He told me
his situation, how mean his ex-wife is and how he wants
revenge, then on the other hand he wants her back. But
more than anything, he wants to win these court cases,
and come out the victor in the settlement and in visitation, AND he wants his wife to suffer for making him suffer and for kicking him out. So, having been around the
block a few times, having an advanced degree in psychology, having spent almost 15 years as a therapist, and
over twice that long doing conjure work, I’m thinking
this guy isn’t telling me the whole story. So I asked him
point blank: Do you abuse your wife? Do you talk down
to her, belittle her, push her around every now and
then…anything like that? Oh No he says. He only treats
her well and he just can’t understand why she is being so
mean to him. So, I still think he’s not telling me the truth.
I told him that in no uncertain terms could he pay me
enough money to harm a mother and her children. I don’t
care what she did to him, if that’s what he wants, I’m not
the one. Okay, he says, well at least help me win my court
cases (he actually sounded surprised when I didn’t bow
to his demands). I told him if he was lying to me the spell
would not work and the truth will be revealed to me, giving him one last time to come clean before I did his court
case spell. He stuck to his story. Okay, well maybe it’s
possible, not probable, but possible, that he was being
treated unfairly. I asked for help from one of the Spirits I
work with that helps me with these types of situations. I
did a preliminary work, spent about a hundred dollars on
offerings asking for help in making the court cases a suc14 Gumbo Ya Ya
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cess (this one particular spirit has expensive taste and
the man paid me well so I did it up right). But I also
asked for the truth to be revealed, and to only give him
victory if he deserved it. The truth was revealed to me,
just as plain as day in the candle wax remains, a picture
was shown. The man WAS an abuser and a LIAR. I
thanked the spirits for considering my petition on behalf
of this other person and for showing me the truth. The
next time I talked to the man I told him I knew the truth,
that the spirits had shown me the truth, that he lied to
me and that he did hit his wife and that is why she is so
angry, which he was interpreting as being mean. That’s
why she was keeping the children away from him, because she was keeping them safe. And that is why she
was asking for so much in their divorce settlement, because she deserved it. He admitted it, that it was true, he
did “push her around” but not regularly, blah, blah,
blah… all the typical excuses I have heard from abusers. I
told him that because he lied, the spell would not work,
reminding him that I will not do any work that harms a
woman and her children and that is the condition of the
work when I work with my spirits. I also told him I
would not be redoing the spell, which of course he asked,
thinking after he admitted it I would change my mind,
after wasting his money and my time. No, I wouldn’t. He
had ordered a bunch of things from my site which I made
and sent him, but I did not do any further work for him,
nor did I continue any communication with him beyond,
“thank you for your order.” He continued to harass me
beyond the work, and I am quite certain he hired someone else to put the ju ju on me (I can only imagine how
he really treated his wife, his very essence oozed with
misogyny). The worker he hired was powerful, but I am
protected. I won’t go into details, but you can see how
this kind of thing plays out when someone starts with a
lie. It’s just not pretty for anyone involved.
Unscrupulous spiritual workers will demand money and
15
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make promises they shouldn’t be making, unless they are
God incarnate, which I’m pretty sure is not the case. No one,
and let me shout this from the highest mountain for all to
hear, NO ONE SHOULD GIVE YOU A 100% GUARANTEE
THAT A SPELL WILL WORK! There are simply too many variables, as we social scientists like to call them that are out of
the hands of the worker that can in luence the work. For example, some people are more easily in luenced by spiritual
intervention than others. Just like hypnosis works for some
people but for others it has no effect. Nor can a worker control what you do.
So there you have it…six of the dumbest things you can do
to sabotage spellwork: impatience, laziness, annoyance, denial, noncompliance and dishonesty. In a nutshell, give your
worker the time and space to perform the work correctly. Do
your part by taking personal responsibility. Do what you
worker tells you to do. And, above all, be honest. Without
these things you are trying to make a mountain out of quicksand – it just won’t work.

Another Random Formula...Just Because…
Bon Voyage
Get rid of the ties that bind you with this extremely popular
and effective New Orleans Hoodoo formula. Write the person's name you want to be rid of nine times on brown paper.
Burn this paper with a personal effect of theirs, such as hair,
ingernails, signature - even a photo will do - for nine nights.
Each night add the ashes to a bottle of Four Thieves Vinegar.
Once inished, wrap the bottle in black fabric and then twine,
knotting the string nine times. Throw the bottle into moving
water or the cemetery. To make the oil, add the following in
a base of mineral oil: Sulfur, Patchouli, Ginger, Storax, Guinea
Pepper, Black Snake Root & Marjoram.
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Charms to Drive Away Evil

Charm for protecƟon against
enemies.

If you wish the devil and his angels to lee from your dwelling, always bless your candle before you light it.
In Crete, basil is placed on windowsills to charm away the
devil.
In North Wales, it used to be the custom to spit at the name
of the devil and strike the breast three times at the name of
Judas, to ward off evil in luences. This was especially done
in church.
A bunch of red cypress and palmetto tied together and hung
from the chimney board will prevent your enemies from
conjuring you.
A charm against enemies: Repeat reverently, and with sincere faith, the following words, and you shall be protected in
the hour of danger: “Behold, God is my salvation; I will trust
and not be afraid, for the Lord Jehovah is my strength and

17
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How to Keep La Llorona
Away!
By Oskar “Doc Mojo” Yetzirah
The story is older than the Barrios, every one of Latin decent knows her, many have claimed to have had an encounter of some sorts with this woman shrouded in myth and
lore. La Llorona or The Weeping Woman, is the name that
to this day still is whispered at Fiestas and Quinceñ eras.
“La Llorona is gonna get you” is shouted out of the front
door by mothers and big sisters trying to get the children
in before sunset for dinner.
As children we used to all gather at a cousins house for
weekend sleepovers, and everyone once in a while, the
thunderstorms would roll in…hovelled in dark bedrooms,
sitting Indian style on the loors, listening to the stories
ushered by our older cousin, only a single beam of light
from an already dying lashlight illuminates the cold room.
“Listen to me primos” he would say “Listen to the very
story that may just save your life!” He would make his eyes
huge like the moon, and wave his hands in the air to cast
shadows along the wall, shadows that regaled a story of a
woman named Maria, a simple woman who fell in love with
a man. A man who would never love her while she had children. Drowning her children she runs to the man, who in
the end continues to reject her. In her grief she goes to the
river where she drowned her children and herself jumps
in. In heaven, she is not allowed to pass through the gates
until she collects the souls of her drowned children. “She
continues to search for the souls of her children” he whispers, “crying out their names….Pedrooooooooo, Oskaaaaaaaar, Diaaaaaaaaaaana, Josueeeeee! So don’t stay
out in the dark after it rains, she will be waiting, don’t
stand alone on the river banks, she is watching, and what
18 Gumbo Ya Ya
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ever you do, don’t cross the
at sunset!
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mystreet
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portion of
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us, and the lot of them that rob
us.”“Buelitaaaaaa!” we would shout
as we ran down the hallways to
the kitchen, where she would be
sitting at the table, drinking her
coffee and watching her Novellas.
“How gran’ma, how do we stop her!?”
“Who chulitos?”
“La Llorona!”
“Easy corazones, you go ind the pomegranate tree, after
it has rained, immediately go to the tree, and pick the most
beautiful pomegranate, pick it and say the Hail Mary three
times. Place it by your front door right outside on a small
blue plate, and then you say the Our Father, every one in
the house will be safe from the hands of La Llorona….just
go see by the door niñ os.”
Sure enough, looking outside the door, there it was, a
dried pomegranate….in a blue plate….there we were….safe,
from La Llorona.

About the author: Oskar “Doc Mojo” Yetzirah is the
Owner-Operator at Midtown Mojo Manufacturers, Host for
Bayou City Conjure Radio at Local Live Media, LLC. and
Outreach Coordinator at United States Veterans Initiative.
He resides in Houston, Texas. He can be found on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/bayoucityconjuredocktor
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MISCELLANEOUS QUOTES
FROM THE

NEW ORLEANS
CITY GUIDE
Let me tell you, my friend, those early colonists, they
had to keep a sharp eye out for trickery. Those Voodoo queens, they knew things no white man ever
knew. They could make people die, have them buried, and raise them again two weeks or a month later. ~ p. 58
You start out on foot, as you always do if you want
to see anything in New Orleans. Along the way, you
are surprised by the number of freshly scrubbed
doorsteps, sprinkled with powdered brick, which you
see. Your Creole tells you that powdered brick not
only keeps off evil spells, but witches and ghosts, as
well. ~ p. 61
The popular name, Crescent City is derived from the
fact that the site of the original town was on a sharp
bend of the river. ~ p. 66

21
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Creole Shrimp Bogged
Down in Rice

Here's a good Creole shrimp dish my mother used
to serve. I copied the recipe exactly as she had written it down. She called it Shrimp Bogged Down in
Rice. It is simple and relatively quick to make, but
most of all it is delicious!
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INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 1/2 c. uncooked rice
1 pod garlic
1/8 tsp, black pepper
3 lbs. fresh shrimp
1 large onion
1/2 tsp lemon-pepper seasoning
1/2 tsp parsley, chopped
1/2/ tsp lemon juice

Cook rice in 3 cups of boiling water and 1 teaspoon
of salt. Boil gently without stirring for 15 minutes.
Reduce heat to simmer covered 5 to 10 minutes. Set
aside. Peel and devein shrimp, wash well, and drain.
Put butter in skillet with lemon juice and let melt.
Add onion and garlic; sauté until soft. Add shrimp,
lemon pepper, seasoning and black pepper. Add
parsley. Turn shrimp until cooked. Pour this into
cooked rice and toss gently.
•

23
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Too Many Mojos?
By Carolina Dean
It has long been an open-secret among spiritual practitioners that magic can be somewhat addictive. You’ve probably
heard of this in the context of people who become overly reliant on psychic-readings and who can’t get through the day
without their reader telling them if they should wear red or
blue or some such nonsense. The same is also true for those
who have a need and use magic to ful ill that need and have
initial success. It’s not surprising then that they are naturally
inclined to use magic again when a new problem or issue
comes along, whether it’s a stumped toe or bitter enemy out
to destroy them.
With so much magic lying around, some people begin to
get concerned that their work drains them or somehow inexplicably begins to work against them rather than for them.
A typical question I get through my website often goes
something like this:
Dear Carolina Dean,
I currently have 3 mojo-bags. One is for [lovedrawing], one is for [keeping money], and the
third is for [work.] I will be traveling out of the
country in a few weeks and I would like to make
one for [protection while traveling], however I
am concerned that I would have too many mojos.
Is there such a thing as having too many mojos?
Can having several mojo's actually work
against me. How many can I carry at one time?
Help!
What I usually tell people is that many Rootworkers empha24 Gumbo Ya Ya
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size that a person's mojo is alive and that it is not simply a
charged object; rather, it is a spiritual ally. Therefore, owning a mojo-bag, for lack of a better word, is a huge responsibility and in many respects it is akin to owning a pet. Just
like you build a relationship with a pet, you have to build a
relationship with your mojo bag. This means giving it the
proper food (oils) and care, as well as spending time with
the mojo communicating your wishes and giving it lots of
praise and encouragement when it is working for you.
How many mojo bags you carry at any given time is entirely up to you and you have several choices in the matter.
You can carry all your mojos on your person at one time, or
you can selectively wear them at certain times and/or on
certain days. In my personal practices, I currently have
three mojo bags. They are a love mojo, a money mojo and a
success mojo.
I carry my success mojo on the job every day so that I will
be successful in my profession. However, I carry my love
mojo on me in the evenings and on weekends when I am
away from work and socializing. Finally, my money mojo
bag is carried on Fridays when I get paid and on the irst day
of the new and full moons, at which time they are fed with
appropriate conditions oils and prayed over.
You may wish to only carry your love-drawing mojo on
Fridays as Friday is associated with love; or carry your money mojo on the day of the week that you get paid. Of course,
you will want to carry your safe travel mojo bag on you the
entire time that you are traveling abroad.
That being said, my opinion is that you should never have
more mojo bags than you can successfully care for and
maintain at any one time. For some people, that number
may be low, while for others it may be high. It really depends on the individual. Supposing your mojo bag was
properly ixed and consecrated, it should stay strong and
working for you so long as you give it the proper care and
maintenance.
If you ind that you have more than 1 or 2 mojo bags, it is
probably a good idea to really consider if you want to take
on any more added responsibility before you actually pur25
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chase or make another mojo-bag. An alternative to making
another mojo-bag is to consider addressing your issue or
problem using a different form of magic such as candles,
baths, dolls, lodestones, etc….If you ind that you have a mojo
bag for which you can no longer properly care for and maintain then chances are it is not working to your bene it anyway. In this case, I would suggest that you either give it the
loving care it deserves or that you respectfully take it apart,
bury your herbs, curios, etc.. in the earth and burn your petition along with any personal concerns.

About the author: Carolina Dean is a Witch, a Rootworker, a
Magickal Craftsman, and a Gifted Reader Born in the Deep
South. He is the assistant editor for Hoodoo and Conjure
Magazine and has written articles for Witches Hour Magazine, Hoodoo and Conjure Quarterly, Hoodoo and Conjure
Magazine, and Gumbo Ya Ya. He is the co-author of the Hoodoo Almanac 2012 and Hoodoo Almanac 2013 Gazette (with
Denise Alvarado and Alyne Pustanio).
Website:
Blog:
FB Fan Page:
Twitter:
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www.carolinaconjure.com
http://carolinadean.blogspot.com
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www.twitter.com/carolina_dean
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Featuring arƟcles by Dorothy Morrison, Louis MarƟnie, Byron Ballard, Alyne
Pustanio, Devi Spring, Carolina Dean, Witchdoctor Utu, Madrina Angelique, Nish
Perez, Dr. Snake, Tim Broussard, Aaron Leitch, DaneƩe Wilson, and Denise
Alvarado. Pure, unadulterated, fabulous New Orleans Voodoo and Southern conjure. Order your copy today! www.creolemoon.com/books.htm
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BEYOND THE
CROSSROADS

THE GATES OF GUINEE
by Alyne A. Pustanio
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T

he infamous crossroads igure prominently in a
legend of old New Orleans, that of the mysterious
Gates of Guinee.
In the Voodoo religion “Guinee” is the name given to that portion of the spirit world where the dead reside.
Unlike the underworld of mythology or the hell of the JudeoChristian tradition, Guinee is not a place of punishment.
Though there are different schools of thought on it, most
agree that Guinee is a realm through which the dead must
pass on their way to the “deep waters” and spiritual reunion
with their ancestors, the Lwa and other deities.
The ruler of this in-between realm is the great and powerful Baron Samedi, the Voodoo Lwa of death, regeneration,
transformation and rebirth. The Baron is usually depicted as
a tall skeleton wearing a top hat and tuxedo, or undertaker’s
clothing, dark glasses, and cotton-plugged nostrils, and carrying a spade which he uses for a walking stick: in short, a
corpse ready for burial in the Haitian style.
Baron Samedi, it is said, stands at the Crossroads before
the Gates where the souls of the dead pass on their way into
Guinee. A wise judge, only The Baron can allow a soul to
pass into the realm of the dead. If a soul appears before him
prematurely, the Baron, in his aspect as the great magician,
will send the soul back into the world of the living. Legions
of spirits, known as the lesser Guede, assist the Baron in his
work, digging graves and helping to ferry the dead from
Guinee and across the inal Abyss.
In Voodoo belief, when a person dies their soul remains
near the corpse for a period of seven days. During this time
both body and soul are very vulnerable to the threat of being
made into zombies by hoodoo sorcerers. Baron Samedi, in
all his aspects, and the Guede, led by the rambunctious Papa
Guede, are called upon to assure that this horrible fate does
not befall the newly dead and that the passage to Guinee is a
safe one. Baron Samedi and the Guede also assure that the
corpses of the dead are not disturbed in their graves, but are
allowed to decompose completely, in order to avoid the horrible fate of being troubled by necromancers or reanimated
29
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and zombi ied. Only the boldest black sorcerer would attempt to confront Baron Samedi over the soul of a dead person; he is one of the most infamous and frightening of the
Voodoo Spirits.
According to some legends, it is not necessary to wait to
meet Baron Samedi, Papa Guede or the legions of other
Guede who serve them. Because of the Baron’s distinction as
a worker of sorcery himself, and Papa Guede’s ability to see
in both the waking world and the world of spirit, many
brave individuals are said to have sought them out for empowerment or enlightenment in the world of humankind. In
fact, some claim that it is only necessary to ind the passage
to the realm of the dead, the legendary Gates of Guinee, to
encounter these dreaded spiritual beings.
So where are these Gates? Are they real, or, as some suggest, are they simply metaphors meant to represent the Voodoo death process?
In answer, many point out the signi icance of the period
observed following death – a period of seven days – as a clue
to what the Gates of Guinee really are. Adherents to this theory have suggested that each of the seven days represents a
separate Gate of Guinee; the soul passes through each gate
and is inally met at the seventh gate, on the seventh day, by
Baron Samedi who then escorts it into the land of the dead.
Others say the Gates of Guinee are actual gates and that they
exist in the real world. They claim that, like the infamous
Seven Gates of Hell, the Gates of Guinee are the Voodoo version of those nightmare portals, leading into a realm of shadows, evil, and death.
There are some New Orleans hoodoo practitioners who
will tell you that the Gates of Guinee are none other than the
entrances to certain local cemeteries – seven of them, in fact,
and sometimes they may even point you to them. But, because the hoodoo workers never give much genuine information and, in fact, may be intent on misleading the curious,
their suggestions should be taken with a hefty grain of salt.
Still, this last version of the Gates of Guinee legend seems
to have a kernel of truth at its core because coincidentally
(or maybe not) there happens to be a great crossroads in
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New Orleans near which there is a convergence of many of
the most signi icant cemeteries in the city. This crossroads,
it is said, represents the crux of the cruci ix in Baron
Samedi’s mysterious vé vé , or the Voodoo sigil that represents this powerful death Lwa. According to some who subscribe to the legend, the Gates of Guinee are clearly marked
in relation to the vé vé cruci ix; one need only decipher the
remainder of the vé vé markings to discover the location of
the Gates themselves. And like the construction of the
Baron’s ritual vé vé , there is a certain order to the location of
the seven Gates.
Anyone searching for the Gates on a path of enlightenment or for magical purposes is warned that the order of the
opening of the Gates must be strictly observed. To ignore
this caveat, or to incorrectly open the Gates out of sequence,
is said to put the seeker in the greatest danger as spirits entering the material world through the gates can possess unwary humans or even take them, body and soul, back
through the gates into the realm of the dead.
In addition to opening the Gates in the proper order, the
proper timing must also be observed. One cryptic rhyme,
said to directly refer to the opening of the Gates of Guinee,
states the following:
Seven nights,
Seven moons,
Seven gates,
Seven tombs
It is possible that this rhyme makes reference to particular aspects of an opening ritual that must be observed in order to assure success in opening the Gates. Again, note the
signi icance of the number seven.
More important, and more ominous, than just observing
the order and the time, is showing the proper respect and
propitiation to the guardians of each gate. These guardians
are said to be powerful Guede, including aspects of the Baron himself, whose job it is to assure that the living do not
pass into the world of the dead unbidden, without the
31
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Baron’s permission. Those seeking to enter any of the Gates
of Guinee must appease the gate’s guardian with appropriate offerings, a process said to be further complicated by the
fact that the identities of the guardians can at best only be
guessed at. It is suggested that these powerful Guede are
subject to the same ritual order of the Gates themselves, and
to appease one before the other can lead to no end of problems. One thing no one wants is angry Guede after them!
This version of the Guinee legend seems to provide more
details than speculation and some researchers have put
forth the theory that the Gates of Guinee are aligned with
the old cemeteries that surround the intersection of Canal
Street and City Park Avenue. This convergence, quite literally in the midst of a City of the Dead, where at one time seventeen separate burying grounds were located, is the only
New Orleans crossroads that meets the speci ications set
out in the legend.
Standing as it does at what would have been the most
outlying point past the old city limits, this crossroads and its
nearby cemeteries are perfectly suited to the Gates of Guinee legend. New Orleanians have buried their dead there
since the end of the 18th century; when the City was strafed
with yellow fever outbreaks and its old cemeteries illed, the
cemeteries at Canal and City Park took the over low. Benevolent societies also igure prominently in the founding and
organizing of these old bone yards among which can be
found acres dedicated to Catholics, Protestants, Jews, and,
perhaps signi icantly, even Freemasons. Two indigent burying grounds, or so-called “Potter’s Fields,” are also located
nearby, one of which is a magnet for Voodoo and hoodoo
practices.
It is not hard for the mind to race when confronted with
this place, and the imagination takes hold. Extrapolating on
the legend, using the vé vé of the great Baron Samedi as a
guide, it is easy to conjecture a list of the possible locations
of the Gates of Guinee from the alignment of some of the
cemeteries with the great crossroads. What is impossible to
ascertain, however, is what order should be given to the
gates, and this is no doubt a good thing, because if this were
32
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known the parade of the curious and thrill-seekers would be
endless.
More important still, which guardian is attached to which
gate? According to some old beliefs set down in the days of
Voodoo Queen Marie Laveau, the guardians of the Gates are
Baron LaCroix, Guede Nibo, Guede Plumaj, Baron Cimitiere,
Guede Babaco, Guede Zaranye, and Baron Kriminel. What
has not come down to us – or at least has not been widely
disseminated – is how to connect each Guardian spirit with
its proper Gate. Some posit that, because all the Guede are
actually aspects of Baron Samedi, and ALL are indiscriminate
guardians of cemeteries and burying grounds, it is impossible to offend any of them with offerings appropriate to their
natures and functions as keepers of the Dead. It might be
added, too, that it would be a brave person who irst tries to
prove that theory . . .
It should also be stated, particularly in light of the current
ghost-hunting craze, that as a general rule cemeteries are not
really places you want to be hanging around in for long
amounts of time. This is not so much out of respect for the
dead or even deference to their powerful guardians. One
should not spend inordinate amounts of time randomly poking around cemeteries because of the simple fact that the
dead are truly hungry for life and life-energy. Some discarnate human spirits will do anything to recapture the feeling
of being alive, including attaching to a living human host upon whom it will literally feed until it has tapped so much vital energy that the living host is no longer viable and the
spirit detaches on its own, or until it is displaced, usually in a
cleansing ritual or exorcism. It is also prudent to be aware
that not all spirits found in cemeteries were once living human beings; there are many, many types of spirits there who,
once attached, will literally eat you alive.
The Gates of Guinee may very well be real, and pursuit of
them, and their many mysteries, may not be as innocuous as
it might at irst seem. Novices, thrill-seekers, and neophytes
in the ield of supernatural exploration should be wary of
actually inding the Gates, and what might lie beyond.
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About the author: Alyne Pustanio is the author of Purloined
Stories and Early Tales of Old New Orleans, Hoodoo Almanac
2012 and Hoodoo Almanac 2013 Gazette with Carolina Dean
and Denise Alvarado. She is the Creative Director and Assistant Editor for Hoodoo and Conjure Magazine. Alyne is considered the foremost authority on the paranormal and occult
phenomenon and Louisiana folklore.
Website: http://www.alynepustanio.net
Blog:
http://alynesvoxarcana.blogspot.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/alyne.pustanio

Final Random Formulas
Devil’s Snuff Powder
I’m thinking the name of this powder is pretty selfexplanatory in terms of its purpose. Consider it a gift for
your enemy. Mix together sulphur, cayenne pepper, Dragon’s Blood, and Chili Powder. Sprinkle it in the path of your
target.

Divination Bath Salts
Take this bath prior to doing any divination work. Add some
lavender, sandalwood, patchouli and anise to a cup of sea
salt and add to a warm bath. Use a combination of oils and
herbs.

Dream Tea
Make this tea prior to going to bed in order to enhance your
ability to remember your dreams. Combine the following
herbs in a cup of hot water and allow to steep for 3 minutes:
rose, peppermint, jasmine and cinnamon. Sweeten to taste.
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If you are an information seeker, an academic interested in the inner
workings of southern conjure traditions, or a practitioner of conjure
yourself, you will love our Conjure Club. Each month you will receive
on the average 3 to 4 digital downloads and ebooks full of information
about traditional conjure workings, working with Catholic saints and
folk saints, information about herbs and roots, conjure formularies,
various spirits found on the altars of rootworkers all over the South,
how to work with lamps, graveyard work, bottle spells, money magic,
love spells and much, much more!
Our sources of information include word of mouth from real practitioners and elders, family, friends, and a variety of anthropological,
folkloric and literary sources. The editors spend hundreds of hours
locating and reading out of print books and journals, and compiling
information from those sources, as well. Our downloads include references for students and for individuals seeking to broaden their
knowledge base even further.
The core contributors for Creole Moon are people who were born and
raised in the Southern United States, and who were immersed in conjure traditions as members of Southern culture. This gives us a unique
perspective that can only be seen and experienced from within the
culture. Our mission is to report on our observations in an effort to
preserve our cultural traditions. Visit
http://www.creolemoon.com/conjure-club.htm for more information
and to sign up.
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Creole Moon’s
Conjure Club
FOR THE SERIOUS STUDENT OF
SOUTHERN CONJURE
www.creolemoon.com/conjure-club.htm
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